Recent Periodontology innovations emphasis on novel bone grafts
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Regeneration in periodontics has many facets and developments. Novel new ways of platelet rich plasma and autogenous teeth have also found its way into the choices of regeneration and have been found to be a cheaper alternate along with promising results. Emdogain has its mainstay and cases done by our department and results will be shown highlighting various new ways in treatment modalities along with cases which are relevant to show how effective these can be. A study done at queen mary university undertaken by me with the help of professors on calcium phosphate and bioactive glass combination as a alloplastic new material will be featured. Researchers had discovered calcium phosphate crystals which are a bioactive and biodegradable bone grafting material. Novel material can be made by mixing bioglass and Calcium phosphate and have cements set to form hydroxyapatite or brushite produce HAP, brushite and fluorapatite forming cements. Photodynamics and lasers the new products of the future with its precision and being immaculate and ease of handling would be stressed on. alongwith drawbacks as well as effectiveness. New concepts along with older concepts will be revisited and pondered by linking both giving a insight to advancements in periodontology.
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